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Abstract
This paper discusses the impact of damping in the resonator and host structure on the sound transmission loss
of a vibro-acoustic locally resonant metamaterial plate. The uncoupled vibro-acoustic behaviour is assessed
by comparing the dispersion curves for bending wave propagation to the trace propagation constant for plane
wave propagation in the surrounding acoustic medium. Next, the sound transmission loss of the vibro-
acoustically coupled infinite periodic structure is calculated using the hybrid Wave Based - Finite Element
unit cell method. To obtain numerically less expensive sound transmission loss approximations, a dispersion
curve based equivalent infinite plate approach is also applied. The results for infinite structures are compared
to their finite structure counterparts using the Finite Element Method. Damping, in particular in the resonator,
is found to have an important impact on the sound transmission loss of locally resonant metamaterials plates.
This underlines the necessity to include damping in the sound insulation performance predictions.

1 Introduction

Vibro-acoustic locally resonant metamaterials (LRMs) have recently emerged as a possible novel lightweight
and compact solution for vibration and noise reduction. These materials exhibit resonance based stop bands
(SBs) for structural wave propagation, which can be obtained by adding or embedding resontors to or in a
flexible host structure on a sub-wavelength scale [1, 2, 3, 4]. Regular lightweight materials exhibit worse
noise, vibration and harshness (NVH) behaviour due to their increased stiffness over mass ratio. The SB
behaviour of LRMs enables superior vibration and noise reduction in targeted and tunable frequency ranges.
More specifically, resonance based SBs for the acoustically relevant out-of-plane bending waves can generate
a frequency zone of increased sound transmission loss (STL), outperforming the acoustic mass-law. This has
been investigated for LRM plates [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12], double-walls [13], solids [14, 15] and honeycomb
panel based acoustic enclosures [16].

The resonance based SB mechanism of these LRMs makes them suitable for NVH problems in confined
frequency bands, especially in the hard-to-address low frequency region. However, their narrowband nature
limits the applicability of LRMs for broadband NVH improvements [17]. Damping has been shown to have
an important impact on the vibration attenuation performance of LRMs, broadening the frequency range of
attenuation, at the expense of peak attenuation performance [3, 4, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. For LRM designs
with resonators added to or embedded in a flexible host structure, damping in the resonators mainly affects
the vibration attenuation in the frequency range in and around the SB, while damping in the host structure
mainly affects the frequency range outside the SB [18]. While the STL of such vibro-acoustic metamaterials
has been investigated, only Wang et al. [8] briefly discuss the impact of damping, stating that damping in the
resonators smooths the STL peaks and dips.
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Since practical LRM realizations currently often include materials with intrinsic damping, this paper investi-
gates the influence of damping in the resonator and host structure of an LRM plate on the STL performance
to enable better vibro-acoustic performance predictions and identify possible beneficial damping effects.
Similar to [5, 23], a plate-type LRM with bending wave SB behaviour is considered, consisting of a flexible
plate host structure with sub-wavelength, periodically attached resonators. Such a configuration is relevant
for a variety of applications, like structural panels in vehicles, aircraft, acoustic enclosures for machines and
lightweight partitions in building acoustics. To gain insight in the damping influenced STL enhancements,
the STL predictions for infinite periodic structures are related to damped dispersion curves for the wave prop-
agation in the infinite periodic LRM structure. Furthermore, since current literature is often limited to infinite
periodic structure representations for STL calculations of LRM plates, their predictive value is verified by
comparing with the finite LRM plate performance.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the general problem setting for the STL of an LRM
plate and gives a brief overview of the analysis methods used for dispersion curve calculations of infinite
periodic structures and for STL calculations of infinite and finite LRM plates. In Section 3 the LRM design
is introduced and the influence of damping on the STL is investigated for an infinite periodic LRM plate,
related to the damped dispersion curves and compared to the STL of the finite LRM plate counterpart. Section
4 summarizes the main conclusions.

2 Methodology

2.1 Problem description

The considered LRM consists of an (in)finite flat plate host structure with periodically attached resonators
with spatial period Lx and Ly in the xy-plane (Fig. 1a), although periodicity is not strictly required for
resonance based SB behaviour [16, 24]. The LRM plate is coupled to two semi-infinite acoustic domains
above and below. The structure is excited from one side by an incident acoustic plane wave of amplitude
A and wave vector ka = (kax, kay, kaz) = −ka(sin θ cosψ, sin θ sinψ, cos θ) with elevation and azimuth
angles θ and ψ as defined in Fig. 1a. The acoustic wavenumber is given by ka = ω/ca in the acoustic medium
with soundspeed ca and density ρa, while time harmonic behaviour with ejωt dependence is considered with
j2 = −1, angular frequency ω and time t. By exploiting periodicity, the infinite periodic structure can be
represented by a single vibro-acoustic UC (Fig. 1b) and application of the Bloch-Floquet theorem [25].

(a) (b)

Figure 1: The sound transmission problem for an infinite periodic LRM plate, consisting of a flat plate with
periodically attached mass-spring-damper resonators (a) and the corresponding vibro-acoustic UC (b).
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2.2 Dispersion curve calculation

The SB behaviour of the LRM plate is predicted using dispersion curves, describing the structural wave
propagation through the infinite periodic LRM plate. The infinite periodic structure is represented by the
Lx × Ly sized structural LRM UC (Fig. 1b), which is modeled using the Finite Element Method (FEM).
This results in the following time harmonic equations of motion:

D(ω)q = f , (1)

with generalized displacements and forces q and f and the frequency dependent dynamic stiffness matrix
D(ω). Application of Bloch-Floquet periodicity boundary conditions, relating the generalized displacements
and forces on either side of the UC by means of the propagation constants µx = kxLx and µy = kyLy, to
Eq. (1) results in a general dispersion eigenvalue problem (EVP) in ω and (µx, µy) [25]:

A(ω, µx, µy)q
(red) = 0, (2)

with q(red) a reduced set of generalized displacements and A a matrix depending on the frequency and prop-
agation constants. In this work, the dispersion curves are solved for the undamped UC along the irreducible
Brillouin contour (IBC) using the ω(µ) approach, by imposing real (µx, µy) and solving the dispersion EVP
to real ω [4]. This allows identifying an SB as a frequency range in which no freely propagating wave solu-
tions are found for the targeted wave type(s). To gain insight in the solutions inside the SB and to include the
effect of damping, the µ(ω) approach as presented by the authors in [18] is followed. This approach solves
the dispersion EVP to generally complex µ for given real ω and in-plane propagation directions ψ for which
the ratio µx/µy = tan(ψ)Ly/Lx is real and rational [25].

By including the acoustic trace propagation constant µa =
√
(kaxLx)2 + (kayLy)2 in the dispersion curves

of the LRM plate, the uncoupled vibro-acoustic performance can be assessed [5, 7, 9, 23]. Frequency zones
of efficient acoustic radiation are found as bending wave solutions for which

√
µ2a − Re(µ)2 is real. Co-

incidence frequencies are found when bending wave solutions intersect with the acoustic trace propagation
constant. The critical coincidence frequency fc occurs for grazing incidence (θ = 90◦), when µa = Re(µ).

2.3 Infinite plate STL

To quantify the STL of the infinite periodic LRM plate and to account for the vibro-acoustic interaction, the
hybrid Wave Based - Finite Element (WB-FE) UC method is applied [12]. The infinite periodic system is
again represented by a single, now vibro-acoustic UC (Fig. 1b). The structural part of the UC is described
using the same FE UC model as before and is coupled to two semi-unbounded periodic acoustic WB do-
mains, above and below the structure. The upper acoustic domain is excited by an acoustic plane wave as
described in Section 2.1. The steady-state pressure fields in the semi-unbounded, periodic WB domains are
approximated by a weighted sum of periodic wave functions that fulfil the governing acoustic Helmholtz
equation and satisfy both the Sommerfeld radiation condition and Bloch-Floquet periodicity boundary con-
ditions. The FE and WB subdomains are coupled using a direct hybrid WB-FE coupling strategy and the
resulting system of equations is solved for the nodal degrees of freedom in the FE domain and the wave
function contributions in the WB domains.

The resulting WB wave function contributions for a given incident plane wave with angles θ and ψ are used
to calculate the oblique sound power transmission coefficient τθ,ψ and the STLθ,ψ = −10log10(|τθ,ψ|). The
diffuse sound power transmission coefficient can be obtained from the τθ,ψ as follows [5, 28]:

τd =

∫ 2π
0

∫ θl
0 τθ,ψ sin(θ) cos(θ)dθdψ∫ 2π

0

∫ θl
0 sin(θ) cos(θ)dθdψ

, (3)

with the limiting angle chosen as θl = 78◦ in this work, also referred to as field incidence [28, 29, 30, 31].
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Since the hybrid WB-FE UC method can become computationally expensive for large UC models, the
impact of damping on the STL of the LRM plate can be approximated by post-processing the dispersion
curves obtained with the µ(ω) approach. Besides offering a fast STL approximation, this also allows link-
ing the damped dispersion curves to quantitative STL predictions. Since the resonators are added on a
sub-wavelength scale, an equivalent medium representation is introduced to obtain an analytical STL ap-
proximation of the equivalent infinite plate [5, 6, 13, 26]. Consider, for generality, the corrected bending
wave dispersion relation kC(ω) of a thick, isotropic, homogeneous infinite plate of thickness h [32]:

k4C − ω2k2C

[
ρ

κG
+
ρ

E

]
− 12ω2ρ(1− ν2)

Eh2
+
ω4ρ2

κGE
= 0 (4)

with bending wavenumber kC , density ρ, complex Young’s modulus E = E0(1+jη) with Young’s modulus
E0 and η the structural damping loss factor, shear modulus G = E/(2(1 + ν)), Poisson coefficient ν, and
κ = 5/(6− ν) the shear correction coefficient [27]. Considering the in-plane propagation direction ψ, kC in
Eq. (4) can be replaced by the bending wave dispersion solution kb(ω, ψ) obtained with the µ(ω) approach
in the first Brillouin zone. This allows Eq. (4) to be reformulated in terms of the density ρ, which results in
the following equivalent dynamic mass density ρeq:

ρeq =
ω2k2b (E + κG) + 12ω2κG(1−ν2)

h2
−
√
[− ω2k2b (E + κG)− 12ω2κG(1−ν2)

h2
]2 − 4ω4k4bκGE

2ω4
, (5)

for given ω and ψ. Next, the surface impedance of the equivalent infinite plate subjected to an acoustic plane
wave incident at elevation angle θ can be written in terms of this ρeq [32, 28]:

Zeq,θ,ψ = jωρeqh

(
1− k2a sin

2(θ)Eh2

12ρeqω2(1−ν2) +
h2

12

[
k2a sin

2(θ)(1 + E
κG)−

ω2ρeq
κG

]

1 + h2

12

[
k2a sin

2(θ)( EκG)−
ω2ρeq
κG

]
)
, (6)

which give rise to following oblique sound power transmission coefficient [33]:

τeq,θ,ψ =
1

∣∣∣1 + Zeq,θ,ψ cos θ
2ρaca

∣∣∣
2 , (7)

from which the STL is obtained.

2.4 Finite plate STL

For practically realizable LRM plates, finite structure dimensions have to be considered. In this work, the
STL of a finite LRM plate with simply supported boundary conditions is analyzed. For these boundary
conditions, the structural modes have been shown to sample on the dispersion surface of the corresponding
infinite periodic structure [23]. Apart from the non-resonant sound transmission, also resonant sound trans-
mission occurs for the finite plate due to the structural modes. While non-resonant sound transmission is
under mass control, resonant sound transmission is under damping control [32, 33].

The finite plate STL is calculated using a vibro-acoustic FE model of an n × m UCs sized plate, strongly
coupled to two semi-unbounded acoustic FE domains on either side and separated by a symmetry plane
(Fig. 2a) using the software Virtual.Lab 13.6. The semi-unbounded acoustic domains are modeled using one
layer of 3D acoustic FE elements and Automatically Matched Layer boundary conditions to approximate the
Sommerfeld radiation condition. The LRM plate is excited by a set of distributed plane waves on the incident
side, representing an acoustic diffuse field (Fig. 2b), from which the diffuse STL is obtained [34, 35].
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Finite plate FEM-AML model with upper (red mesh) and lower (green mesh) acoustic halfspace
separated by a symmetry plane (light green rectangle) (a) and distributed plane wave excitation (b).

3 Application

3.1 Description metamaterial

The LRM plate consists of a 5 mm thick steel plate host structure (E0 = 210 GPa, ρ = 7800 kg/m3,
ν = 0.3, fc = 2343 Hz), with mass-spring-damper resonators added with 0.05 × 0.05 m periodicity. The
resonators are tuned with their natural frequency to 1171 Hz, target the out-of-plane plate response and add
20% mass relative to the host structure [23]. Structural damping with loss factor η is considered in the host
structure, while damping in the resonators is introduced by means of viscous damping c, with damping ratio
ξ. The LRM UC and the corresponding IBC convention are shown in Fig. 3a. The FE model of the UC
consists of 100 quadratic quadrilateral shell elements.

3.2 Dispersion curves

The dispersion curves obtained with the ω(µ) approach along the IBC for the undamped bare and LRM UC
in the frequency range of interest up to 5000 Hz are presented in Fig. 3b. Only the acoustically relevant
out-of-plane bending waves are presented and the acoustic trace propagation constant is added for different
incidence angles θ.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: LRM UC and IBC definition (a), bending wave dispersion curves (solid lines) and acoustic trace
propagation constant for incidence angles θ (dashed lines) for the bare (−) and LRM (−) plate (b).
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An SB is obtained for the bending waves between 1162−1279 Hz. Since coincidence frequencies are found
at the intersections between the bending wave solutions and the acoustic trace propagation constant, the
tuning of the SB below the original critical coincidence frequency leads to an additional coincidence zone
after the SB, because of the cut-on repeated bending wave mode as shown in [23].

Since previous ω(µ) approach does not provide insight in the wave propagation inside the SB frequency
range and does not account for damping effects, dispersion curves are calculated using the µ(ω) approach.
A single in-plane propagation direction is chosen, ψ = 0◦, corresponding to the OA direction in the IBC of
Fig. 3. Complex µ dispersion curves are calculated for frequencies f = 1 − 1 − 5000 Hz, focussing on the
bending waves, while the effect of damping in host structure and resonator is assessed by varying η and ξ
between 0 and 0.1 (Fig. 4).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4: µ(ω) dispersion curves along ψ = 0 for η = 0, ξ = 0 (a), η = 0.1, ξ = 0 (b), η = 0, ξ = 0.1
(c) and η = 0.1, ξ = 0.1 (d), coloured according to |Im(µ)|, with acoustic trace propagation constant for
incidence angles θ.

For the undamped UC, the µ(ω) approach finds the same freely propagating wave solutions as the ω(µ)
approach (Fig. 4a). Inside the SB, complex µ solutions are now found, corresponding to spatially decaying
bending waves. These strongly attenuated solutions inside the SB also intersect with the acoustic trace
propagation constant. As discussed in [18], damping in the host structure mainly affects the solutions outside
the SB, increasing the wave attenuation (Fig. 4b). The coincidence intersections away from the SB now occur
with damped bending waves. Damping in the resonator mainly affects the frequency range in and around the
SB, broadening the frequency range of wave attenuation, but reducing the wave attenuation inside the SB
(Fig. 4c). The closing of the dispersion curves by means of a complex µ loop causes the intersections with
the acoustic trace propagation constant in the coincidence zone after the SB to disappear. The coincidence
intersections away from the SB are less affected, since the attenuation increase outside and further away from
the SB is limited. Damping in both constituents combines these effects (Fig. 4d).

The influence on acoustic radiation is further illustrated by evaluating the difference between Re(µ) for the
bending wave solution and the acoustic trace propagation constant for grazing incidence (θ = 90◦) (Fig. 5)
[23]. The propagative solutions in the shaded region (Re(µ) − µa < 0) lead to efficient acoustic radiation.
For the LRM without damping and with damping in the host structure only, a clear zone of efficient acoustic
radiation is predicted after the SB (Figs. 5a and 5b). Introducing damping in the resonator shows potential to
alleviate this introduced zone of efficient acoustic radiation (Figs. 5c and 5d). The analysis of the dispersion
curves obtained with either the µ(ω) or ω(µ) approach, however, does not yield quantitative STL predictions.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5: Difference Re(µ) − µa, for η = 0, ξ = 0 (a), η = 0.1, ξ = 0 (b), η = 0, ξ = 0.1 (c) and
η = 0.1, ξ = 0.1 (d), coloured according to |Im(µ)|, with the zone of efficient acoustic radiation in gray.

3.3 Infinite plate STL

The STL of the infinite periodic LRM plate is calculated using the WB-FE UC approach [12]. The same
in-plane propagation direction ψ = 0◦ is used and the elevation angle θ of the incident acoustic plane wave
is varied. The same FE discretization is used for the structural UC, while for the WB domain a truncation
factor Np = 2 for the wave functions is applied. The effect of damping in host structure and resonator on the
STL is again assessed by varying η and ξ between 0 and 0.1. The oblique incidence STL is calculated for
frequencies f = 1− 1− 5000 Hz (Fig. 6).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6: STL for η = 0, ξ = 0 (a), η = 0.1, ξ = 0 (b), η = 0, ξ = 0.1 (c) and η = 0.1, ξ = 0.1 (d), for
incidence angles θ, along ψ = 0, calculated using the hybrid WB-FE UC method.

For the undamped UC, a strongly increased STL is obtained inside the SB zone, around the tuned resonator
frequency (Fig. 6a). The STL peak occurs where the distance between the bending wave solution and the
acoustic trace propagation constants becomes large (Fig. 4a). The STL peak is followed by a strong STL
dip, related to the introduced coincidence zone after the SB. For different θ, the STL peak occurs at the
same frequency, while the STL dip frequency depends on the intersection of the repeated bending wave
solution and acoustic trace propagation constant for the corresponding θ. The intersections with the spatially
decaying bending waves inside the SB do not lead to additional STL dips. After fc = 2343 Hz, outspoken
STL dips are caused by oblique coincidence with the regular bending wave solutions. Around 4000 Hz
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and higher, narrow STL dips are found, related to subsidiary coincidence [5, 36, 37]. This is caused by the
periodicity of the wave solutions in the infinite periodic structure, resulting in the intersection of the acoustic
trace propagation constant and the subsidiary periodic Bloch wave (Fig. 7).

Figure 7: Subsidiary coincidence found as intersection between the acoustic trace propagation constant for
incidence angles θ (dashed lines) and higher order Bloch modes in the infinite periodic LRM plate (solid
lines), shown for the ψ = 0◦ propagation direction.

Damping in the host structure leads to a limited reduction of the STL peak in the SB (Fig. 6b), as expected
from the limited influence on the dispersion curves in that frequency range. The introduced coincidence
dips after the SB show a minor STL increase compared to the undamped LRM plate. Outside the SB, the
STL at the regular coincidence dips strongly increases as the coincidence intersections of the acoustic trace
propagation constant now occur with strongly attenuated bending waves, resulting in the expected damping
effect at coincidence [32, 33]. Similarly, the subsidiary coincidence STL dips are damped out. Damping in
the resonator causes the influenced frequency regions to switch (Fig. 6c). The STL in and around the SB is
strongly influenced, improving the STL in the introduced coincidence zone after the SB, but also reducing
the STL peak inside the SB. Due to the lower attenuation of the bending waves away from the SB, the STL
improvement at the regular coincidence dips is less outspoken as compared to damping in the host structure,
while damped subsidiary coincidence STL dips can still be observed. As for the damped dispersion curves,
damping in both constituents combines these mainly complementary effects on the STL (Fig. 6d).

To verify if quantitative STL predictions can be obtained from the µ(ω) dispersion curves, without the need
to calculate the STL of the fully coupled infinite periodic structure, the equivalent infinite plate approach is
applied to the earlier calculated bending wave dispersion curves (Fig. 8).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 8: STL for η = 0, ξ = 0 (a), η = 0.1, ξ = 0 (b), η = 0, ξ = 0.1 (c) and η = 0.1, ξ = 0.1 (d) for
incidence angles θ, along ψ = 0, calculated using the equivalent infinite plate approach.
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Good agreement is obtained with the STL predictions of the hybrid WB-FE UC method, especially for the
LRM plate with damping. Fluid loading effects, omitted in the equivalent infinite plate approach, are of
limited influence due to the high density plate and low density acoustic medium. Some discrepancies are
still present:

• The periodicity of the wave solutions causes aliasing of the dispersion curves at the edge of the first
Brillouin zone at fλ/2 = 4934 Hz, limiting the valid frequency range. Above this frequency, however,
resonance based SBs are not guaranteed since the sub-wavelength criterion is violated [3].

• The STL peak is underestimated for the LRM without damping (Fig. 8a) and with damping in the
host structure only (Fig. 8a). This is caused by the periodicity of the wave solutions, resulting in a
bifurcation of the µ(ω) dispersion solutions inside the SB at the boundaries of the Brillouin zones [18],
limiting the maximum value of µ. For sufficient resonator damping, this is alleviated as the closing of
the dispersion curves causes the wave solutions to not longer attain the edges of the Brillouin zones.

• The subsidiary coincidence effect is not accounted for, since only the solution inside the first Brillouin
zone is used. This does not affect the vibro-acoustic performance prediction around the SB zone.

While the introduced equivalent plate approach results in an approximation of the STL for the considered
LRM plate, the method allows for fast vibro-acoustic performance predictions for damped LRM structures in
the sub-wavelength frequency range. Since the method uses µ(ω) dispersion curves, more complex resonator
designs can also be considered than is the case for pure analytical equivalent medium methods.

3.4 Finite plate STL

To account for finite size effects and to verify the infinite periodic structure STL predictions, the STL of
a simply supported 0.6 × 0.6 m LRM plate is considered, consisting of 12 × 12 UCs. The LRM plate is
modeled with 5184 linear quadrilateral shell elements, with 12×12 attached mass-spring-damper resonators.
Each of the acoustic domains is discretized with 5184 linear hexahedral solid elements. Both FE meshes are
valid up to at least 5000 Hz. The LRM plate is excited using a set of 67 acoustic plane waves, distributed on a
hemisphere with radius 4.243 m and with amplitudes generated in order to represent a diffuse field excitation
with amplitude 1 Pa [34, 35]. The STL is calculated for the undamped LRM plate, as well as for the damped
LRM plate with η = 0, 0.01, 0.1 and ξ = 0, 0.01, 0.1, in the frequency range 5− 5− 5000 Hz (Fig. 9).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 9: Finite plate diffuse STL, calculated using FEM–AML, for the undamped LRM (a) and for the
LRM with damping in host structure (b), resonator (c) and both host structure and resonator (d).
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The undamped LRM plate clearly shows the STL peak-dip behaviour related to the bending wave SB (Fig.
9a). Inside the SB, no structural modes are present and the transmission is non-resonant, whereas the modes
outside the SB cause resonant STL dips. The high modal density right before and after the SB is related
to the highly dispersive bending wave mode before and after the SB observed in the dispersion curves [23].
Further away from the SB, the STL tends to the STL of a bare plate with mass density 1.2ρhost and ρhost =
7800 kg/m3 respectively before and after the SB. This is caused by the in-phase and anti-phase motion
between host structure and resonator respectively before and after the SB. Damping in the host structure
leaves the STL peak-dip largely unaffected (Fig. 9b). Outside the SB, the increased wave attenuation results
in strongly damped resonant STL dips. Damping in the resonator strongly affects the STL in and around the
SB, enhancing the STL dip after the SB, but reducing the peak STL inside the SB (Fig. 9c). The closing of
the dispersion curves around the SB (Fig. 5c) causes the bending wave solutions to move away from the zone
of efficient acoustic radiation, while it also results in freely propagating modes before and after the SB to
disappear in a broadening frequency range around the SB. Together with the broadening zone of attenuation
around the SB, the resonant STL dips before and after the SB are strongly improved. Damping in both
constituents again combines these complementary effects (Fig. 9d).

To assess the representativeness of the STL predictions of the infinite periodic LRM plate for its finite plate
performance, the infinite and finite plate diffuse STL are compared for the damped LRM plate with η = 0.1,
ξ = 0.1 and η, ξ = 0.1 (Fig. 10). For the diffuse STL calculation with the hybrid WB-FE UC method,
θl = 78◦ and dθ = 0.1◦ are used in Eq. (3). Good agreement is obtained in and around, as well as outside
the SB. Inside the SB, no structural modes are present and the STL corresponds to the non-resonant sound
transmission found for the infinite periodic structure. The structural modes outside the SB cause the finite
plate STL to fluctuate around the non-resonant STL predictions for the infinite LRM plate. The damping
influenced coincidence region at higher frequencies also shows good agreement. Some discrepancies are
still present, since the set of plane waves used in the finite and infinite plate STL calculations differs. In
the low frequency range, the dimensional effects related to stiffness and size of the finite partition result in
the infinite plate STL underestimating the finite plate performance [30, 38]. In general, the predicted impact
of damping on the STL of the infinite periodic LRM plate corresponds well to its finite size counterpart,
especially in and around the targeted SB frequency range.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 10: Comparison of diffuse STL using hybrid WB-FE UC for the infinite ( ) and FEM-AML for the
finite ( ) LRM plate for η = 0.1, ξ = 0 (a), η = 0, ξ = 0.1 (b) and η = 0.1, ξ = 0.1 (c).
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4 Conclusion

The influence of damping on the STL of a vibro-acoustic LRM plate is investigated. Both undamped and
damped dispersion curves are analyzed and compared to the acoustic trace propagation constant to identify
zones of efficient radiation. Mainly damping in the resonator affects the SB zone and shows potential to
enhance the zone of efficient radiation after the SB. To obtain quantitative STL predictions, the hybrid WB-
FE UC method is applied to calculate the STL of the infinite periodic LRM plate for plane wave excitation.
Damping in the host structure mainly affects the frequency range outside the SB, enhancing the regular co-
incidence zone. Damping in the resonator strongly affects the SB region, enhancing the coincidence zone
after the SB at the expense of reduced peak STL in the SB, with a more limited STL improvement further
away from the SB. To enable fast STL approximations and to obtain quantitative STL predictions from avail-
able damped dispersion curves, an equivalent infinite plate approach is applied, showing good agreement
with the hybrid WB-FE UC method in the sub-wavelength frequency range and in presence of damping.
Eventually, the finite LRM plate performance is assessed to account for resonant sound transmission effects
and to compare with the infinite LRM plate STL predictions. Good agreement is found, especially in the SB
frequency range where no modes are present and hence non-resonant sound transmission occurs. This under-
lines the importance of accounting for damping to obtain accurate LRM plate STL performance predictions
and demonstrates the value of damped UC based calculations for vibro-acoustic performance predictions.
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